What Have We Learned from Structural Models?

By Richard Blundell*

At a broad level a structural economic model is one where the structure of decision making is fully incorporated in the specification of the model. By identifying the ‘deep’ parameters that describe preferences (technologies) and constraints of the decision-making process, structural models are able to provide counterfactual predictions. In turn they uncover the mechanisms that underpin observed behaviour. Their ability to provide counterfactual policy predictions sets structural models apart from reduced-form models. But structural models require the detailed specification of the decision-making problem - the constraints and the preferences. This will typically place tougher requirements on measurement and rely, in part, on stronger assumptions.

As a running example I will use the empirical microeconomic analysis of labor supply and consumer behavior, with some discussion of human capital models. These are areas where much has been learned and where there is a wide spectrum of well-formulated questions from the ex-post impact of past changes in prices, wages and taxes on behaviour, through to the analysis of counterfactual policy changes and optimal design. These areas also have well developed applications in static choice and dynamic choice.

The focus throughout is on studies that allow a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying observed behaviour and provide reliable insights about policy counterfactuals. Emphasis is given to models that minimize assumptions on the structural function and on unobserved heterogeneity. Dynamic structural models face stronger requirements for identification but also hold out the greatest potential for structural analysis. Quasi-structural models, which focus on a subset of structural parameters and/or mechanisms rather than conducting full counterfactuals, can be used to assess some of the full model assumptions. Similarly the alignment of moments from structural and ‘reduced form’ approaches is informative about the reliability of the structural model specification.

There are other key fields in empirical microeconomics where both dynamic and static structural analysis, have provided, and continue to provide, key new insights. Perhaps the most clear-cut are in industrial organisation. Structural models of auctions and of market structure have allowed the analysis of counterfactuals that have been central to understanding and improving market design across a wide range of applications, Haile and Tamer (2003), Ciliberto and Tamer (2009) and Crawford and Yurukoglu (2015) are key examples. The use of equilibrium concepts to deliver identification is one of the importance insights from this literature. The structural analysis of networks and of labor market search develops this line of research, see de Paula (2016) and Postel-Vinay and Robin (2002) respectively. I will touch on these fields, but in much less detail than they deserve.

The next section lays out some of the key requirements on empirical models for the analysis of policy reform. The idea is to place structural modeling center ground in empirical policy research. The study of counterfactual policy reform and optimal policy design is among the most demanding in empirical microeconomics often leaning very heavily on structural assumptions. Section II examines static structural models of choice in more detail drawing out some of the successes, particularly where constraints are carefully specified and identification is clearly argued. This leads on to dynamic choice models which, used for this purpose, I argue, have the greatest potential for delivering new insights on behaviour and policy reform. In Section III ‘full-structural’ dynamic models are distinguished from ‘quasi-structural’ models. Finally,
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before concluding, Section IV reflects on the growing application of nonparametric revealed preference which uses shape restrictions from the structure of economic optimisation to deliver (bounds on) counterfactual predictions under minimal incidental assumptions.

I. Structural Models and Policy Design

What is the role of structural models in empirical policy design? One way to answer this is to lay out the steps involved in assembling the foundations of empirical policy analysis. Using the Mirrlees Review of tax reform as an example, see Blundell (2012), I identify the following five steps: (i) Uncovering the key margins of adjustment; (ii) Measuring effective incentives; (iii) Understanding the importance of information and complexity; (iv) Estimating behavioral responses; and (v) Counterfactual policy simulation and optimal design. Structural models enter into steps (iv) and (v) but steps (i) - (iii) are also essential for a well-specified structural model.

Step (i) examines the margins of labour market adjustment, for example, that may be useful for tax policy analysis. Blundell, Bozio and Laroque (2011) point to the importance of a lifetime view of employment and hours differentiated along the extensive and intensive margins and accentuated at particular ages for different education groups. There is higher attachment to the labor market for higher educated where career length matters. Wages grow stronger and longer over the lifetime for higher educated human capital profiles in work appear to be complementary to education investments. These are the descriptive statistics that underpin any structural analysis.

Next comes step two, the measurement of effective incentives. An advantage of structural models is the requirement for a precise statement of constraints. In the tax and welfare reform area this requires a detailed institutional knowledge of overlapping taxes, tax-credits and welfare benefits. As Mirrlees et al (2011) and Moffitt (2016) show all too clearly, the tax and welfare benefit system, taken together, is complex with many overlapping benefits and taxes. If we are to recover preferences accurately we have to understand the salience of the various tax and welfare benefit incentives. This is step three and requires a careful modeling of welfare programme participation among eligible families.

It is only after having built up a clear picture from these first three steps that the rigorous econometric analysis of structure comes into play. At this stage an eclectic mix of reduced form and structural approaches seems appropriate. There is a strong complementarity between approaches. Quasi-experimental evaluations can provide robust measures of certain policy impacts but are necessarily local and limited in scope. Structural estimation, based on revealed preference models of choice, allow counterfactual policy simulations which can then feed into a policy (re-)design analysis in step five. But structural models require careful measurement, for example accurately specifying effective tax rates (step 2), and careful modeling of preferences, for example the specification of stigma costs (step 3).

Structural models, or certain aspects of them, can be validated using evidence from experimental and quasi-experimental contrasts. For example, a well designed experiment can recover certain structural parameters. Similarly, the policy impact (treatment) parameter identified in by quasi-experiment (e.g. from differences-in-differences) can be simulated in the structural model and the two compared. I return to this below.

II. Static Discrete Choice Labor Supply Models

Maintaining the running example of the empirical microeconomic analysis policy reform, this section focusses on static structural discrete choice models of labor supply and programme participation. These have been the workhorse of empirical analysis of welfare-benefit reform. The plethora of welfare and tax proposals and actual reforms that surfaced in the late 1980s and 1990s in the UK and the US gave new impetus to the development of structural models. These models incorporated choices not only over part-time and full-time work but also over different welfare and tax credit programs, incorporating stigma costs and the complicated non-linear budget constraints that reflected the overlap of the many welfare programs, tax-credits and personal taxes.

In the US these models were used to assess the impact of means-tested programs and poten-
tial reforms to them, while in the UK they were used to assess welfare-benefit reform, especially the extension of tax-credits, see Blundell and Hoynes (2004). Policy counterfactuals were required as these reform proposals involved non-marginal changes to the tax-credit and welfare system and were directly aimed at changing welfare participation and labor supply.

These policies were directed at relatively poor families with low labor market attachment and low earnings. The key elements of a structural model for low income families, see Keane and Moffitt (1998), involve a precise definition of the budget constraint, with all the tax/tax-credit and benefit interactions. The specification of preferences over different hours and programme options that give rise to multinomial choice model across discrete hours and welfare combinations. Heterogeneity is essential reflecting observed differences across families through measured demographics, and unobservable differences in ‘tastes’ for work, stigma costs, childcare costs and fixed costs of work.

These models performed well, their ex-ante predictions matching post-reform behavior, see Blundell (2012). Identification was based on a convincing sources of plausibly exogenous variation in welfare and tax rules across time and locations. The models also proved invaluable for counterfactual evaluations of the impact of alternative policies and have been used to examine optimal design, see Blundell and Shephard (2012). They provided precisely estimated wage and income elasticities at the extensive and intensive margins across different demographic groups. Extensive responses being more elastic for low educated mothers with young children. This provided a secure basis for targeting earned income tax expansions toward low income families. Complexity and overlapping benefit withdrawal rates were found to be clearly inefficient and inhibited take-up, providing a clear motivation for the integration of benefits and tax credits, see Brewer, Saez and Shephard (2011).

Nonetheless, there remain many areas where these structural models are in need of further refinement, one area is to allow for restrictions on choices. Here work on identifying consideration sets using revealed reference conditions holds out some hope, see Beffy et al (2015). Moreover, the models discussed so far only allow for limited, if any, dynamic behaviour. Human capital investment, persistent wage shocks, and search frictions add potentially valuable dynamics considerations. To evaluate the importance of these we consider, in the next section, to dynamic structural models.

Before turning to dynamics though it is worth briefly highlighting some recent quasi-structural studies that, rather than trying to identify full individual counter-factual simulations, seek to relax the assumptions on preferences and use only the restrictions from revealed preference to identify some key parameters of interest. For example, Blomquist et al (2014) show how to non-parametrically estimate the conditional mean of taxable income imposing all the revealed preference restrictions of utility maximization and allowing for measurement errors. This work aims at a robust measure of the taxable income elasticity rather than identifying the full structure of the optimisation problem. Manski (2014) develops a basic revealed preference analysis assuming only that persons facing piece-wise linear constraints prefer more income and leisure. He then shows that, assuming groups of persons who face different choice sets have the same preference distribution, partial prediction of tax revenue under proposed policies and partial knowledge of the welfare function for utilitarian policy evaluation is feasible.

I return to the general use of nonparametric revealed preference in the structural analysis of individual decisions in section IV.

III. Dynamic Models of Choice

Identification of structural models of choice in a dynamic optimising environment requires placing strong assumptions on subjective discount rates and the distribution of beliefs. For example, building on the original work by Rust (1994), Magnac and Thesmar (2002) show that in discrete choice settings the utility functions in each alternative cannot be (non-parametrically) identified without external information on the distribution function of unobserved preference shocks, the discount rate, and the current and future preferences in one (reference) alternative (Arcidiacono and Miller 2011). Norets and Tang (2014) provide conditions for identifying the probability distribution of the choice specific disturbance in stationary binary choice environment in the presence of exclusion restrictions.
on a set of variables that affect the transitions but not the utility itself. Fang and Wang (2015) have recently extended these results in important ways to examine structural models that permit time-inconsistent behavior.

The upshot of these results is that particular care needs to be taken in specifying, estimating and validating dynamic models. One reaction is to focus on a subset of structural parameters that are more robustly identified. One can view this as a ’partial’ or ’quasi’ structural approach to dynamic models. For example, one may estimate ‘life-cycle’ consistent preferences by conditioning on consumption (or saving), see Blundell and Walker (1986). Another example is the partial insurance literature, see Blundell, Preston and Pistaferri (2008). Below I comment further on these, and other related examples, where subsets of structural parameters are the focus of interest.

As they stand, none of these quasi-structural approaches are robust to intertemporal non-separability as in models that incorporate human capital decisions alongside labor supply and consumption choices. For this we need a more fully specified life-cycle model and it is to these structural models that we turn first.

A. Fully Specified Structural Dynamic Models

The ground-breaking work in the development of structural models of life-cycle labor supply choices was carried out by Heckman and MaCurdy (1980), subsequently developed for discrete choice decisions and integrated with human capital choices by Keane and Wolpin (1997) among others. That work uncovered key differences between short-run and longer run responses to wage changes and found that, once human capital choices are incorporated, estimated labor supply responses from static models can be quite misleading. We will also see that the assumptions underlying standard quasi-experimental approaches are also rendered invalid in these dynamic settings.

Maintaining the running theme of the analysis of tax and welfare reform, we might ask how interactions between education decisions, work experience dynamics and labor supply should be accounted for in the evaluation and design of tax and welfare systems? Why did static structural models of labor supply and welfare participation, discussed in the previous section, perform well?

Once we are in a dynamic setting, structural models not only require us to specify preferences and constraints over income and leisure they also require a description of beliefs, of credit markets, of risk preferences and of uncertainty. The reward for this is that they provide at counterfactuals across the life-cycle and also identify the ‘insurance value’ of redistributive policies, measuring the trade-off between insurance and incentives. As the recent work of Stantcheva (2015) and Golosov and Tyvinski (2015) has shown, the theory of tax design is changed in important ways by the insights from these dynamic models. Structural models also pinpoint the distinction between heterogeneity and state dependence, central to counterfactual policy predictions and for understanding the welfare costs of policy interventions.

To bring some substance to this discussion I will draw on the Blundell et al (2016) [BDMS] study of female labor supply, human capital and tax reform. The systematic reforms to the tax, tax credit and welfare system in the UK over the two decades from the early 1990s provide an almost ideal setting for dynamic structural analysis. There is significant variation in incentives deriving from a sequence of reforms involving changes in the generosity of the welfare and earned income tax credit system for families with children. There is also availability of longitudinal data that track changes in labor supply and human capital over this period with detailed measures of income, assets, life-histories, and family composition.

A motivation for the policy reforms was that by incentivising women into work, even when they have young children, will preserve their labour market attachment and reduce skill depreciation. The BDMS study aimed to uncover how reforms to the tax, tax-credit and welfare benefit system affect education choices, experience capital accumulation, employment and hours of work over the life-cycle. To examine human capital choices and to separate experience effects from individual heterogeneity and external shocks requires a structural approach. The sequence of tax, tax credit, welfare benefit and tuition reforms for make identification more transparent. By conditioning on life-history and family background vari-
ables reduces the strength of conditional independence assumptions on unobserved heterogeneity. Estimation is by the method of simulated moments. By comparing model counterfactuals with quasi-experimental (difference-in-difference) contrasts for specific ex-post reforms BDMS provide another source of model validity.

The structural model describes life-cycle decisions in three stages, starting with schooling choices, then the labor supply, labor market experience and consumption choices, and finally retirement decisions. The recent structural model by Fan, Sheshadri and Taber (2015) has highlighted the importance of interactions between human capital investments and retirement.

Education decisions follow a discrete choice model with risk averse preferences over future uncertain earnings and family composition. The model allows for borrowing constraints, tuition costs and student loans. Choices are made conditional factors formed of many family background variables at age 16, including parental education/occupation, financial circumstances, siblings, region of birth, and books in the home.

Once schooling is complete, consumption and labor supply (part-time or full-time work) are chosen over the life-cycle subject to the budget constraint that accounts for taxes, benefits and childcare costs. A net worth liquidity constraint is imposed on an otherwise standard intertemporal budget constraint. Preferences over work depend on family composition, education, partner, partner labor supply, background factors, and unobserved heterogeneity.

Family formation, fertility and partnering also have to be modeled in a full structural dynamic model. In the BDMS study they are treated as a (weakly) exogenous dependent on past demographics and completed levels of schooling. Partners employment and earnings are uncertain and depend on his education and on whether he worked in the previous period.

A key part of the structural model is the wage equation in which log hourly wages for worked in the previous period.

\[
\ln w_{sit} = \ln W_{sit} + \gamma_{si} \ln (e_{sit} + 1) + v_{sit} + \xi_{sit}
\]

\[
v_{sit} = \rho_{s} v_{sit-1} + \mu_{sit}
\]

\[
e_{sit} = e_{sit-1} (1 - \delta_{s}) + g_{s} (l_{sit})
\]

where \(\gamma_{si}\) varies with schooling level \(s\) and background factors \(x_{i}\). Allowing a concave profile for experience effects that differ by schooling level and background factors. \(v_{sit}\) is a persistent external shock to wages, correlated with initial conditions. \(\xi_{sit}\) is a transitory shock. Experience capital \(e\) evolves with depreciation \(\delta\) and additions to experience \(g_{s}(l_{sit})\) set to unity for full-time \(g_{s}(FT) = 1\). The part-time experience value \(g_{s}(PT)\) is estimated. \(\delta_{s}\) depreciation of human capital \(\delta_{s}\) gives a cost of not working and differs, as do all other parameters, by schooling level.

Figure 1 plots average hourly wages among working women in the data and the corresponding structural model counterfactual simulation by the three education groups - basic (sec), high school (HS) and 3 year college completors (univ). The model fit is good (for labor supply and education choices too) but it turns out this is only achieved by allowing the experience returns \(\gamma_{si}\) to differ by education level \(s\) and part-time work to have a freely estimated parameter \(g_{s}\) in the production of experience capital. The estimated experience effects for earnings display strong dynamic complementarity with education. Moreover, there are significantly lower experience effects for those in part-time work. Experience effects and the part-time penalty are shown to explain 70% gender gap in wages.

For lower educated women, once depreciation and part-time work are accounted for, experience effects on wages are very small. Quite the opposite for high educated women. These results neatly explain the alignment of structural and quasi-experimental results from static discrete choice models referred to above. With minimal experience effects, static models that account for nonlinearity in the budget set, childcare costs and differences in family structure can explain part-time and full-time work for women with low levels of education quite well. The structural model estimates also find that lower education women with children have more elastic labour supply at the extensive margin and larger income effects.

For higher educated women, experience capital is key to explaining the steep wage profiles followed by a severe flattening of the profile
by the mid-30s and for the relative insensitivity of labor supply to short-run wage and tax changes. The results suggest a key role for saving and note implications for labor supply elasticities. As Keane (2016) points out, labor supply responses for the higher educated need to be viewed in a lifetime context where career profiles matter.

Longer-run analysis has to allow for education choices and the results show that education is influenced by tax reform. There is a significant but small effect of increases in tax credit/welfare generosity on education choice, attenuating some of the employment gains. By reducing the utility loss of low wages, tax credits offset some of the financial benefits of education. A key insight is that the insurance value of tax credits for risk averse consumers matters. This is shown to be an important mechanism in driving the results. By reducing the utility loss from the chance of a low wage outcome is significantly reduced.

BDMS also compare the \textit{ex-post} simulated impact of existing reforms that occurred during the data period with impact measures from reduced-form approaches. For example, the ex-post impact of the working families tax credit (WFTC) reform on employment is simulated. This is compared to a matched difference-in-differences estimate for low educated lone parents, using low educated women without children as a comparison group. The two results line up well and are not significantly different. Dynamic models with forward looking behavior invalidate the \textit{diff-in-diff} assumptions since the comparison group have a non-zero probability of being impacted by the policy at some point in the future and may change their behavior accordingly. But the \textit{diff-in-diff} parameter remains an interesting moment to check for model misspecification.

The full structural model additionally allows \textit{ex-ante} counterfactual simulations. For example, BDMS study the complete removal of the tax credit system and document important impacts on education choices and life-cycle labor supply. The welfare costs of such reforms highlight the importance of measuring the insurance value of tax-credits.

This illustration shows the power of structural dynamic models to deliver new insights through: (i) the recovery of ‘deep parameters’, for example the size of extensive and intensive elasticities in a dynamic model with experience capital, and the differential impact of part-time and full-time work on experience capital. (ii) the identification of underlying mechanisms such as the separation of incentive from insurance effects of life-cycle decisions; and (iii) counterfactual simulations such as the \textit{ex-ante} simulation of a previously unseen reform to the tax and welfare system, namely the complete removal of earned income tax-credits.

There are many other important recent contri-
butions to the structural modeling literature on dynamic life-cycle choices - too many to discuss in detail. Key examples include: Cunha, Heckman and Schennach (2010) which provides important new results on the identification and estimation of the ‘household production’ of cognitive and noncognitive skill formation. French (2005) which shows the key role of retirement incentives separate from preferences in retirement; Meghir, Low and Pistaerri (2015) which separates employment risk from wage risk; Low and Pistaferri (2016) which separately the dynamic incentives in the disability system; Voena (2015) that shows the potential impact on family formation. All of these papers provide convincing evidence on structural parameters and build our knowledge base on life-cycle decisions.

In all cases they estimate deep parameters, they provide a clear insight into the mechanisms underlying the observed behaviour and they provide policy counterfactuals.

B. Quasi-Structural Dynamic Models

We have already seen that in some studies a full counterfactual simulation may not be the objective of interest. A subset of structural parameters and/or mechanisms may be sufficient. For example, one may estimate ‘life-cycle’ consistent preferences by conditioning on consumption (or saving) which, under intertemporal additive separability, represent a sufficient static for future expectations and discount rates, see Blundell and Walker (1986). Another example is the partial insurance literature, see Blundell, Preston and Pistaferri (2008) in which structural ‘insurance’ parameters are recovered consistently without specifying the precise for of expectations. Yet another example is the estimation of an Euler equation for consumption growth which can identify the intertemporal substitution ‘Frisch’ elasticity with weak conditions on information and expectations but does not allow a full life-cycle counterfactual analysis of consumption (and labor supply) decisions.

For some aspects of welfare reform, certain ‘sufficient statistics’ may be all that is required to characterise an optimal mechanism, particularly in the case of optimal marginal reform where local derivatives form the sufficient statistics, see Chetty (2009).

C. Combining Experimental and Structural Approaches

An important recent development has been applications which combine structural and experimental evidence. This has produced a number of new insights. For example, Todd and Wolpin (2006) use experimental data to validate a dynamic structural model of child schooling and fertility. Attanasio, Meghir and Santiago (2012) show the usefulness of using experimental data to estimate a structural economic model as well as the importance of a structural model in interpreting experimental results. The availability of the experiment also allow them to estimate the program’s general equilibrium effects, which they then incorporate into the simulations. Karlan and Zinman (2009) use a consumer credit experiment to distinguishing between Adverse Selection and Moral Hazard in the market for consumer credit in South Africa, randomly reducing the interest rate to identify a structural parameter. Duflo, Hanna, and Ryan (2012) use a randomized experiment on the India teachers to identify a structural model to assess whether monitoring and financial incentives can reduce teacher absence and increase learning.

IV. Revealed Preference and Set Identified Structural Models - A Rejoinder

Most structural choice models rest on the use of revealed preference conditions, see McFadden (2005). We have already noted the use of revealed preference conditions in the recent work of Manski (2014) and Blomquist et al (2014).

The structure of decision-making models in delivers certain restrictions that allow the recovery of counterfactuals. For example, the revealed preference conditions of consumer choice theory can be used to place bounds on consumer responses to price and income changes, enabling us to examine the impact counterfactual tax and redistributive policies. Some aspects of decision-making are testable, in the sense that observational data can be used to reject theory. Where it is not rejected it can then be used to generate credible predictions of the impact of counterfactual policies.

As shown by Varian (1982), nonparametric revealed preference theory generates elegant nonparametric tests that can be used to assess whether data on observed consumer choices is
consistent with having been generated by utility maximisation. It can also be used to recover information about the utility function and to forecast choices at new budgets or prices. Recent developments have extended these results to models of habits (Crawford, 2010), collective family labor supply (Cherchye et al, 2011) and time inconsistent models (Adams et al, 2014).

Typically revealed preference conditions give rise to inequalities that only set identify counterfactual demands. Nonetheless, recent work has shown how to generate best bounds on counterfactual demands from relative price or tax changes, see Blundell, Browning and Crawford (2008). They also show how adding price information shrinks the identified set and tightens the bounds.

As Bontemps and Magnac (2016) note, most examples of set identified structural models are borrowed from empirical industrial organization. Entry games have been used as a case study and Ciliberto and Tamer (2009) use US data an entry game played by airlines on routes connecting two airports. Several contributions have also been developed in the literature on auctions. One of the first examples is presented by Haile and Tamer (2003). The authors develop a structural model for ascending auctions for which parameters are notoriously difficult to identify because of poor observed information. The authors only exploit rationality constraints on agents behavior. Pakes et al. (2015) develop the estimation of structural models under general rationality constraints.

V. Conclusions

Structural models play a key role in understanding economic behavior and in policy design. They complement reduced form approaches by explicitly incorporating restrictions from economic decision-making models. By doing so they make three related, but distinct, contributions: they estimate deep parameters, they provide a clear insight into the mechanisms underlying the observed behaviour and they provide counterfactuals. In addition, they can be used to reconcile earlier results and consequently help build a knowledge base.

Structural models make explicit the assumptions on preferences and constraints being used to estimate parameters, mechanisms and counterfactuals. But these assumptions need to be tested, assessed and relaxed wherever possible. This has been the theme taken here in this discussion focusing on the structural analysis of labor supply behavior and tax reform. Most reliable analyses in this field have acknowledged the importance of aligning structural models with reduced form evidence and with minimising the reliance on unnecessary assumptions. In turn we have seen that structural models have delivered a series of new insights into behavior and generated useful policy counterfactuals.

As Frisch (1933) noted “No amount of statistical information, however complete and exact, can by itself explain economic phenomena. If we are not to get lost in the overwhelming, bewildering mass of statistical data that are now becoming available, we need the guidance and help of a powerful theoretical framework. Without this no significant interpretation and coordination of our observations will be possible.”
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